1959 willys cj5

Remember Me? What's New? Results 1 to 9 of 9. Thread: Willys CJ5. Thought I'd introduce
myself as I'm new to owning a classic jeep. My father in law gifted me his jeep. It's a bit of a
Frankenstein vehicle, powered by a GM V8 four bolt main. The jeep was originally from
California, and moved to NJ. It's in need of a new top and some tires, and I've got a leaking
radiator and master cylinder that will need attention in short order. Not sure what I'm getting
into, or what the right approach to fixing the vehicle up- especially considering that I'm not
incredibly mechanically inclined. Plan for now is to go over the brake system and other safety
systems to get the jeep on the road and start enjoying the vehicle. From there who knows where
we'll go. Thought I would attach some photos as well. Any guidance and advise would be
greatly appreciated. Attached Images CJ5 Front. Project update- my cj5 has been home a little
more than a month. I should have taken photos along the way but have been way to busy
working on it in the winter cold to stop and take photos. I've put what I think is a lot of work into
the vehicle and still have a long way to go. Carb has been rebuilt, new tires installed, new
radiator was added and the coolant and heater hoses re-plumbed. Somewhere in the life of the
vehicle, someone thought carpet would be a good addition. That has all been removed, and just
in time as it looks like it was holding moisture and rotting the floorboards. Also replaced the
alternator belt, alternator, and voltage regulator but still can't get the dag gone electrical system
to charge the battery! Pulled the driver's seat and installed new gaskets on the fuel tank as well.
I feel like I need to take a bit of a break as I'm a little frustrated right now. The alternator not
charging really has me scratching my head, and my carb rebuild seams to have its issues as
well as it seems like the butterfly valve is hanging up on the air intake causing my rpm's to stay
high intermittently after letting off the gas. I did take a quick drive through my neighborhoodwhich was premature as well- stalled the truck and the because of the alternator didn't have
enough charge to start the jeep! First break down and push out of the way! Questioning my
sanity as repair costs go through the roof for a vehicle that doesn't have a tremendous amount
of monetary value- but a lot of sentimental value. I think this process will be a good lesson in
patience for me, but boy do I want to get this jeep reliable enough to take it out on the road a bit!
If you are using a Delco alternator, here is a print to make sure it is wired correctly. For that
resister, I used a 10 ohm, 10 watt resister but the size isn't real critical. I don't recall where I
found it but maybe this will help. An alternator only works if it has electricity running to it so
that is where I like to start when troubleshooting charging systems. Since you have a voltage
regulator I would check for battery voltage at the field terminal on the alternator with the key on.
If you don't have voltage at the field then I would check the wire for continuity all the way to it's
source. If I have voltage at the field then I would start the jeep and check voltage at the output
terminal and start chasing wires downstream unless I find a compelling reason to suspect a
new part is bad. I have had to return to the store up to 3 times to get a good part. I think they
just put the bad ones back on the self when they are returned. Last edited by 51 CJ3; at AM. It's
been some time since I've posted. Got the charging system straightened out on the jeep by
switching to a one wire set up. That meant new pulleys, new mounts, etc- but in the end I think it
was worth it. While at it, decided that the would benefit from electronic ignition, so I switched
the distributor for an MSD system. Had a master cylinder die on me, and my Frankenstein jeep
has a weird setup where the master cylinder runs both the clutch and the brakes. After an
exhaustive search, I found the exact replacement which came from a dodge swept line! Since I
was fooling around with the brake system, and experienced what it was like to drive my jeep
with drum brakes out of adjustment- decided it would be a good time to convert to front disc
brakes. The jeep needed new rubber on the road, so replaced the tires and wheels- new BFG
mud terrains look good, as do the black wagon wheel black rock rims! Since we pulled the
carpet and discovered some rot, or potential rot in the tub, I elected to POR15 the inside of the
vehicle. Once that was completed, I figured it was time to coat the interior of the tub with bed
liner, so I picked up some Monstaliner in a really dark gray. This did the trick, and while my jeep
isn't show quality- I feel safe driving the vehicle. Although with out the carpet, the floorboards
get ridiculously hot from the transmissionaand exhaust. Haven't melted my flip flops yet, but
this past weekend was close to degrees outside so I'm pretty sure I came close! The wiring in
the vehicle was wreck. Seems like previous owners, sorry dad-in-law, had just cut wires when
not in use and left them in place. Everything that wasn't needed was removed, and everything
that was needed was cleaned up. Last but not least was a new best top. Which may have been
my most stupid investment, as I haven't had the top or doors on the vehicle in months! The wife
and I have put about a miles on the jeep since we completed the work. Needless to say, I'm
having more fun than I thought I everwould, and love stopping at gas stations and stop lights,
since everyone wants to talk to me about my jeep! If I get a chance I'll post some pics soon, and
would love any feedback on my project. Pictures to date image1. One More image6. I'm glad you
got it working. It sounds like you are having fun. I don't have my 56 CJ5 on the road yet but I'm

getting close. Mine has a very good engine and drive train but the rest is pretty rough. The body
is really bad. I may put a fiberglass body on it in a year or two. The previous owner of my Jeep
started to switch it over to 12 volt. He did a very sloppy job of installing an alternator and then
he cut every single wire out of it, under the dash and everything. Then he realized he didn't
know how to rewire it. Wiring is what I do best. I've had to do a lot of little things to it. Now I'm
replacing the brake system. It's too old and rusty. I don't trust it. I like your paint job. My jeep is
just an old farm Jeep and it's been painted 3 or 4 times. I've always wanted an Army Jeep so I
painted it olive drab green even though it isn't a military Jeep. Aside from the updated electrical
system, I keeping is stock. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. Images
are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Akin to the original jeep,
the CJ-5 was a civilian variant of their MA1 military Jeep, which went into production in A year
later, Willys added a longer sibling, the CJ-6 once again, a byproduct of a military jeep, the M
ambulance. Also from on, all CJs were all-wheel drive. In , optional engines were added to the
platform, with a horsepower, cid V-6 and the rarely equipped cid Perkins 4-cylinder diesel
appearing on order sheets. When American Motors bought out Kaiser-Jeep in early , the primary
motive was to add the successful Jeep name and especially the CJ-5 to its lineup. The popular
Renegade package bowed in and continued to be a choice for Jeep buyer's through the
remainder of the CJ-5's production run. Other packages included the Super Jeep , Golden Eagle
- , Laredo - , and Limited and With a longer wheelbase and bigger doors, it made the CJ a little
more comfortable for Americans who were increasingly using their Jeeps for urban living rather
than wild and rough back roads. CJ-5 production ended in For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The
values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed
value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the
value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy,
please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. Receipts for everything. Leafs have been moved to the outside of
the frame rails. Wagoneer Dana 44 up front. Completely rebuilt including steering cups and 6
degree caster wedges. Gas tank, sending unit, Summit racing fuel pump, hoses, hard lines. The
fuel tank has been updated to the later CJ5 style. It is under the body with a rear fuel fill instead
of being under the drivers seat. Edelbrock Vortec V6 top end. Carb, intake and cam. Mallory
Marine distributor, curved for Vortec. Headers and true dual exhaust. Disc brakes, everything is
new, pads have barely worn yet. Big disc brakes all around. Tilt steering column is from an S
Blinkers, hazards, wipers, horn and key are all wired in. Everything works. Battery disconnect
installed so the key can be left in to keep the wheel from locking while being towed and not
drain the battery. With the transmission and 4. If you want to make it more of a freeway flyer and
give up some zip, regear it. As it sits it will bark the tires and scoot you from with a quickness.
Yes, it drives, runs, steers and stops great. No weird shakes or vibrations. Current wheels and
tires came off another build. No leaks, no drips. Last Updated on July 14, by WillysAds. No rust
to be seen under passage seat compartment, little paint boil but solid body. Everything is
original except [â€¦]. Hurricane Super 6 engine. Upgraded with electric fuel pump. Body in great
shape inside and out. Windshield glass perfect. Driver and passenger [â€¦]. In Excellent
condition, older restoration, all steel. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Recent Ads. Important : Be sure to learn about our Listing Process on our
Ad Disclaimers page before commenting below or contacting us regarding the above post.
United States. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. And that demand is reflected in resale values as well. How about with vintage
Jeeps? The utilitarian aspect of the CJ-5 did not deter buyers as total sales exceeded K units.
The seller states that this Jeep is still wearing its original paint, a pretty amazing feat for 62
years of age. The finish is in amazingly strong shape and shows no evidence of the passage of
time. While originality abounds, the rollbar is not original and was installed after the fact. Of
note, this CJ-5 was with the same family from new until when it changed hands and ended up
relocating from Tenessee to California. The mileage is reported to be an original 14K miles but
there is no documentation to authenticate that claim. He does note that locking front hubs and a
new overdrive unit have been added and those additions allow this CJ-5 to cruise at 60 MPH.
The specifics of the overdrive unit are not referenced so an inquiry will be necessary if a
prospective buyer wants more details. The interior of a vintage Jeep is about as spartan an
affair as one will encounter, and this example is no different. It is in fine, clean shape with its
simple dash and large, clear, easy to read gauges. The seat upholstery looks too good to be
original so its origin would be a question to put to the seller. Also, added at a later time was the
back seat, an electric windshield wiper motor, and seat belts. This Jeep is ready to go
off-roading or wherever its next owner decides to explore. A buddy had one almost like this. At
the time I had a 61 Lark. We took his out in the fields, and mine down the road. Both were great

for what they were at the time. Fed up with modern vehicles? Loaded with needless electronics
to make my decisions for me? And, cost a fortune to repair? Not for me. Car repair today
devastates families. Marc, with all due respect, you totally miss the point of why someone would
rather drive this than any new vehicle at the same price. In I bought a new CJ 7 which was about
11 inches longer that the CJ 5 and it had larger door openings. The power train was flawless but
the body began to rust 2 years later. This CJ 5 looks like a real winner and it looks like it has
many good years left! A friend of mine bought a new CJ7 in 78 and actually had a rusted fender
replaced in It would have been so easy to make them to last longer. Bob McK â€” My experience
is much like yours. I still have a mostly the remains of my 76 CJ I really liked it. It was like the
rust was built in at the factory. Everything rusted. All the body seams were spot welded and
open to weather. It was a crude vehicle in some ways â€” I carried an ice scraper inside so I
could deice the windshield while driving it. Jim, my 76 CJ-7 is a vehicle I really loved. It was
crude in some ways, like keeping an ice scraper handy so I could de-ice the windshield from the
inside defrosters were wishful thinking , but the body was all spot welded with the joints
exposed to the weather. They salt roads here. I still have the remains future barn finds
prospect? As an owner of a Model A for over 60 years, I still enjoy driving it around town,
grocery shopping and etc. Gets admiring glances, smiles and thumbs-up always. Nice CJ It
must have lived in a garage its whole life. For me 60 mph would be frightening, and one would
miss the whole point of a CJ Which is much of its charm today. My first vehicle was a CJ5.
Same year as my birth. Drove it for 10 years in Chicago. Ended up giving it to my buddy in
Mobile, Al. He traded it to an electrician for doing some work to his house. A Jeep or Buick v6
made them much better. It drives great and freeway traffic is no worry. Simplicity at its best. The
listed CJ5 is too good for anything but preserving what it is. Got to be the best one in existence.
Too nice for 4 wheeling. Keep a garage over its roof. Howard A: 7 hours to replace spark plugs?
That is either abusive use of a no-other-choice position or an example of an unskilled mechanic.
They claimed the top half of the motor needs to come apart. Not sure what your point is Howard
A. So no one pads my
2012 ford mustang dash kit
97 accord timing belt
automotive wiring diagram
pockets for car repair, nor do I pad others. I was agreeing somewhat with you, I thought, about
the price quoted for spark plug change being being awfully high. I realized after re-reading your
comment just now. Especially the last two sentences? Cuts the profits considerable. Don't post
your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jim ODonnell. More: jeep cj
Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Howard A Member. Howard A Member. No way. Marc
vivori. Bob McK Member. Greg Member. Sam Troy. Remember the TV series, rat patrol! Stalled
Project: Chevrolet Bel Air. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

